Generation of a novel isogenic trisomy panel in human embryonic stem cells via microcell-mediated chromosome transfer
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A B S T R A C T
Aneuploidy is the gain or loss of a chromosome. Down syndrome or trisomy (Ts) 21 is the most frequent live-born aneuploidy syndrome in humans and extensively studied using model mice. However, there is no available model mouse for other congenital Ts syndromes, possibly because of the lethality of Ts in vivo, resulting in the lack of studies to identify the responsible gene(s) for aneuploid syndromes. Although induced pluripotent stem cells derived from patients are useful to analyse aneuploidy syndromes, there are concerns about differences in the genetic background for comparative studies and clonal variations. Therefore, a model cell line panel with the same genetic background has been strongly desired for sophisticated comparative analyses. In this study, we established isogenic human embryonic stem (hES) cells of Ts8, Ts13, and Ts18 in addition to previously established Ts21 by transferring each single chromosome into parental hES cells via microcell-mediated chromosome transfer. Genes on each trisomic chromosome were globally overexpressed in each established cell line, and all Ts cell lines differentiated into all three embryonic germ layers. This cell line panel is expected to be a useful resource to elucidate molecular and epigenetic mechanisms of genetic imbalance and determine how aneuploidy is involved in various abnormal phenotypes including tumourigenesis and impaired neurogenesis.
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Aneuploidy is frequently observed in certain tumours. In particular, Ts8 is the most frequently detected Ts in acute myeloid leukaemia (AML) [10,11]. Although several lines of evidence suggest a strong causal relationship, it is unclear whether aneuploidy in tumorigenesis is the cause or result. At least, individuals with constitutional Ts8 mosaicism have an increased risk of neoplastic disorders [10]. A research approach to address these issues is chromosome transfer technology that establishes aneuploid cell lines with the same genetic background by introducing a single copy of a human chromosome into hES cells [12].

Previously, we established Ts21 cells by transferring a single copy of chromosome 21 into hES cells via microcell-mediated chromosome transfer (MMCT) [13]. This enabled us to analyse the effect of the extra copy of chromosome 21 on haematopoiesis by comparison with parental hES cells of the same genetic background. In this study, by adopting the same method, we established an isogenic cell line panel of Ts8, Ts13, and Ts18 to provide model lines with the same genetic background by transferring a single copy of a human chromosome into hES cells [12]. As donor cell lines, we used a library of human/mouse A9 hybrid clones (hChr.8-neo), A9 (hChr.13-neo), and A9 (hChr.18-neo) cells, respectively, were maintained in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium supplemented with 10% foetal bovine serum and 800 μg/mL G418 (Promega, Tokyo, Japan) [14–16]. A human ES (hES) line KhES-1-derived subline [13,17] was used following the human ES cell research guidelines of the Japanese government. The KhES-1-derived subline, wild-type ES (WT-ES), was used for MMCT. The parental WT-ES cell line and microcell hybrid clones were maintained on mitomycin C (Sigma-Aldrich, Tokyo, Japan)-treated Jcl:ICR (CLEA Japan, Tokyo, Japan) mouse embryonic fibroblasts as feeder layers in primate ES cell medium (ReproCell, Tokyo, Japan) supplemented with 4 ng/mL recombinant basic fibroblast growth factor (WAKO, Osaka, Japan).

MMCT. MMCT was performed as described previously [18]. A9 (hChr.8-neo), A9 (hChr.13-neo), and A9 (hChr.18-neo) cells were used as donor microcell hybrids. Briefly, WT-ES cells were fused with microcells prepared from donor hybrid A9 cells and selected with G418 (50 μg/mL). The transferred hChr.8, 13, and 18 in each line was characterised by cytogenetic analyses.

Cytogenetic analyses. Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) analyses were performed in fixed metaphases of microcell hybrids using digoxigenin-labelled (Roche, Basel, Switzerland) human Cot-1 DNA (Life Technologies) [18]. Chromosomal DNA was counterstained with DAPI (Sigma-Aldrich). Images were captured using an Axiolab2 fluorescence microscope (Carl Zeiss GmbH, Jena, Germany). Slides of microcell hybrids were stained with quinacrine mustard and Hoechst 33258 to enumerate chromosomes. Images were captured under the Axiolab2 fluorescence microscope and analysed with the iKarios software program (MetaSystems, Altussheim, Germany). Multicolour FISH (mFISH) analyses were performed in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions (MetaSystems). Human mFISH probes were purchased from MetaSystems GmbH. Metaphase images were captured digitally with a CoolCubed CCD camera and the ISIS mFISH software program (MetaSystems).

Microarray analyses. Total RNA from parental human embryonic stem cells (WT-ES), and Ts8, 13, and 18 human embryonic stem cell lines (Ts8-ES, Ts13-ES, and Ts18-ES, respectively) was prepared using RNeasy (Qagen, Hilden, Germany), according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Microarray analyses were performed using a 3D-Gene Human Oligo chip 25k (Toray Industries Inc., Tokyo, Japan). Microarray slides were scanned using a 3D-Gene Scanner (Toray Industries) and processed by 3D-Gene Extraction software (Toray Industries).

Teratoma formation and histology. To produce teratomas, 1 × 10⁶ WT-ES, Ts8-ES, Ts13-ES and Ts18-ES cells were subcutaneously injected into testes of severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID) mice (Charles River, Yokohama, Japan). After 8 weeks, resected teratomas were fixed in 20% formalin, processed for paraffin sectioning, and then stained with haematoxylin and eosin. All animal experiments were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Tottori University.

3. Results

We established Ts8, Ts13, and Ts18 human ES (hES) cell lines as a cell line panel with the same genetic background by transferring a single copy of a human chromosome into hES cells via MMCT (Fig. 1). We recently established an improved chromosome transfer technology applicable to transfer of a chromosome into hES cells [13]. As donor cell lines, we used a library of human/mouse A9 monochromosomal hybrids in which a single human chromosome tagged with a neo resistance gene for MMCT was maintained independently [14–16]. First, we performed fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) analyses to confirm whether human chromosome 8 (hChr.8), 13 (hChr.13), and 18 (hChr.18) were stably and independently maintained in each mouse A9 cell line. Regarding the A9 clone carrying a hChr.8 tagged with a neo resistance gene (hChr.8-neo), FISH analyses revealed that the A9 cells contained two independent hChr.8 and one hChr.8 fragment translocated to the host genome (Fig. 2A). Furthermore, FISH analyses showed that the A9 clone carrying a hChr.13 tagged with the neo resistance gene (hChr.13-neo) and A9 clone carrying a hChr.18 tagged with the neo resistance gene (hChr.18-neo) contained a hChr.13 and hChr.18, respectively, which were independently maintained in host cells (Fig. 2A).

Next, we performed MMCT into wild-type hES (WT-ES) cells using A9 (hChr.8-neo), A9 (hChr.13-neo), and A9 (hChr.18-neo) cells as donors. We performed 16, four, and two fusions with A9 (hChr.8-neo), A9 (hChr.13-neo), and A9 (hChr.18-neo) cells, respectively. After 17–20 days under G418 selection, 20, two, and five drug-resistant hES cell clones were obtained for Ts8, Ts13, and Ts18, respectively (Ts8-ES, Ts13-ES, and Ts18-ES, respectively). Their
Fig. 1. Generation of an isogenic trisomy panel in hES cells by microcell-mediated chromosome transfer. Schematic diagram of the establishment of Ts8, Ts13, and Ts18 in hES cells.

Fig. 2. FISH analyses of each A9 hybrid containing a human chromosome and karyotype analyses of Ts8-, Ts13- and Ts18-ES cells by QH staining and mFISH. A. Representative FISH images of A9 hybrids carrying hChr.8, hChr.13, and hChr.18. Human chromosomes in each A9 hybrid cell line are shown as red. B. Representative karyotyping images of WT-, Ts8-, Ts13-, Ts18-ES cell lines by QH staining. C. Representative karyotyping images of WT-, Ts8-, Ts13-, Ts18-ES cell lines by mFISH analyses.
karyotypes were analysed by quinacrine-Hoechst (QH) staining. In Ts8-, Ts13- and Ts18-ES clones, QH staining indicated the karyotypes were 47, XX, +8, 47, XX, +13, and 47, XX, +18q- in four, two, and five clones out of 12, two, and five analysed clones, respectively (Fig. 2B). Ts18-ES clones had partial trisomy in which the q arm of the transferred human chromosome 18 showed partial deletion. Regarding Ts8- and Ts13-ES clones, the transferred chromosomes appeared to be intact. Multicolour fluorescence in situ hybridization analyses (mFISH) were performed in Ts8-, Ts13- and Ts18-ES clones to confirm successful transfer of a single exogenous human chromosome into WT-ES cells. There was apparently no host chromosome abnormalities in the selected Ts8-, Ts13- and Ts18-ES cell clones (Fig. 2C). These results suggested that each single chromosome was successfully transferred into WT-ES cells.

Microarray analyses revealed that genes on hChr.8, hChr.13, and hChr.18 in Ts8-ES, Ts13-ES and Ts18-ES cells, respectively, were globally overexpressed, but gene expression from hChr.21 was comparable with that in WT-ES cells (Fig. 3). These data suggested that each exogenous human chromosome was successfully transferred into WT-ES cells.

To determine whether Ts8-ES, Ts13-ES, and Ts18-ES cells could differentiate into all three embryonic germ layers, two clones of each Ts8-ES, Ts13-ES and Ts18-ES cell line were injected into testes of severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID) mice. Histological analyses revealed all three embryonic germ layers (endoderm, mesoderm, and ectoderm) in all teratomas derived from all Ts8-ES, Ts13-ES, and Ts18-ES cell clones (Fig. 4). Taken together, these results suggested that the obtained Ts8-ES, Ts13-ES, and Ts18-ES cell clones were pluripotent.

4. Discussion

In this study, we successfully transferred a single human chromosome into hES cells and established a trisomy hES cell line panel including Ts8, Ts13, and Ts18 with the same genetic background. Cytogenetic analyses confirmed that an additional hChr.8, hChr.13, and hChr.18 were stably and independently maintained in hES cells, and the host chromosome was not disrupted during the process of MMCT. Microarray analyses further confirmed that the genes at least in the trisomic regions were overexpressed, and teratoma formation assays confirmed that each trisomy cell line had a differentiation potential. This cell line panel with the same genetic background enables comparison of the effect of each trisomy on several diseases more accurately using recent advanced pluripotent stem cell differentiation technologies that have given rise to several cell types. Although iPSC cell technology is a powerful tool to produce disease-specific pluripotent stem cells in vitro, there is a concern that the obtained clones have variation in their epigenetic status, which affects differentiation fate [19].

Regarding chromosome transfer, although mouse A9 cells are useful donor cells for MMCT because of a high level of microcell formation capacity, the transfer efficiency of a single chromosome into hES cells is considerably low. It is possible to increase the efficiency using CHO cells as donors in combination with advanced virus envelope-based fusion technologies reported recently [20–22].

Mental retardation is the common phenotype of congenital aneuploidy patients [23,24]. We previously reported that mouse embryonic stem (mES) cells with autosomal aneuploidy (Ts1-mES and Ts8-mES) show augmented apoptosis during early neuronal differentiation induced by SDIA treatment [25]. Commonly downregulated genes were identified and confirmed by microarray and real-time qRT-PCR. Furthermore, downregulation of targeted genes in WT-mES cells by siRNA recapitulated the augmented apoptosis during early neurogenesis as seen in mES cells with autosomal aneuploidy. These results suggested that the autosomal imbalance associated with general neuronal loss was due to a common apoptosis mechanism. Although NPCs derived from monozygotic twins discordant for Ts21 also showed increased apoptosis, whether the phenomena and mechanism observed in mES cells is associated with general neuronal loss was due to a common mechanism remains to be elucidated [26]. This may be addressed using WT-, Ts8-, Ts13-, and Ts18-ES cells in addition to Ts21-ES cells that we established previously [13].

It is still controversial whether aneuploidy is the cause or consequence of tumourigenesis. Ts8 as a sole chromosome aberration is frequently observed in acute myeloid leukaemia (AML) and accounts for approximately 5% of cytogenetically abnormal cases [10]. However, much remains to be elucidated regarding its association with leukaemogenesis. A comparative study of WT-ES and Ts8-ES cells by differentiation to hematopoietic cells is expected to provide striking information on how Ts8 contributes to leukaemogenesis. Recently, genome editing studies validating the contribution of recurrent mutations to colorectal carcinogenesis suggested that aneuploidy, as the gain of chromosomes such as 7, 13, and 20, may be associated with aggressive tumour phenotypes [27,28]. Thus, genome editing technologies applied to Ts8-ES cells may be able to confirm critical genetic aberration of Ts8-associated leukaemogenesis. In addition, Ts8 is common together with other chromosomal abnormalities in many types of neoplastic disorders.

Fig. 3. Gene expression analyses of Ts8-, Ts13-, and Ts18-ES cells. Microarray analyses of WT-, Ts8-, Ts13-, and Ts18-ES cells. Representative comparison data of genes on hChr.8, hChr.13, and hChr.18 (upper panel) and hChr.21 (lower panel) between WT-ES and each Ts-ES cell line are shown. The dots between blue and red lines, and the dots on red line show genes within 2-fold differences in expression and equal expression, respectively.

Fig. 4. Teratoma formation assays of Ts8-, Ts13-, and Ts18-ES cells. Teratomas derived from WT-, Ts8-, Ts13-, and Ts18-ES cells. Eight weeks after cell transplantation, structures originating from all three germ layers were found in the teratomas.
Therefore, the Ts8-ES cell line is useful to uncover the mechanism of tumourigenesis associated with multiple chromosomal aberrations by transfer of an additional chromosome to the Ts8-ES cell line via MMCT.

Identification of the gene responsible for specific lesions by analyses of WT-, Ts8-, Ts13-, Ts18-and Ts21-ES cells may provide critical information to cure aneuploid syndromes. Because genome editing technologies enable modification of chromosomes with high efficiency, candidate genes and genomic regions responsible for trisomy syndromes based on comprehensive analysis data can be confirmed by disruption or deletion of such genes or regions on the transferred chromosomes via genome editing [29]. To avoid off-target effects on the host genome, there is a method to transfer a modified chromosome after disruption or deletion in A9 cells by genome editing, because off-target effects on the host genome in A9 cells as donor cells are almost negligible.

Taken together, the cell line panel with the same genetic background established in this study will provide information to elucidate the mechanism of aneuploid syndromes including impaired neurogenesis and tumourigenesis. The isogenic trisomy cell panel established by chromosome transfer technology is an invaluable tool for biomedical research such as studies on dosage effects of individual genes.
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